**Gateway Boulevard**

Gateway Boulevard and the main driveway were opened for normal vehicle traffic with the completion this week of paving the transition panels.

The last phase of the project will occur in late March or early April, and will include cold-planing the existing pavement and applying new asphalt, striping and vehicle detector loops. This work will be located within Gateway Boulevard, extending south approximately 210-feet from the CG Connector intersection. The work will occur when temperatures are sufficiently high enough to meet ODOT specifications for paving the top course of asphalt.
**Highway 99**

On Wednesday, February 21, city crews completed a repair to the existing 12” sanitary sewer pipe located under the southbound lanes at Highway 99 and E Adams. This work resulted in saw cutting and removing a portion of the state’s concrete roadway surface.

A contractor will return to the site to replace the temporary cold patch with reinforced, 8”-thick new concrete pavement, pending the City’s approval of costs and timeline, as well as issuance of a work permit by Oregon Department of Transportation.
Row River Road Pedestrian Crossing
To date, Pacific Excavation has completed the construction of sidewalks, ramps, a pedestrian refuge island and almost all striping.

- The final project steps include the installation of flashing beacon pedestals, which are tentatively scheduled to occur on Thursday, March 8.
- The beacons are scheduled to become operational once the software and programming are installed within two to three weeks from the date the pedestals are installed.

At that time, City engineering staff will review all work as part of project-closeout procedures to confirm Final Completion.